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EASTERN IINIVERSIIY SRI I.ANKA

EPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

SECOND EXAMTNATTON IN SC{ENCE- 201s/2016

FIRST SEMESTER (Dec' /Jan" 2018)

all questions
Time Allowed: 02 hours

a)Brieflystatewhydoweneedanoperatingsystemincomputers.[25marks]
b) what is meant by a critical section? Briefly explain why'is it important to have a critical

section in each process' ' / ' 
o [25 marks]

c) A semaphore is a process synchronization tool. Describe'briefly the operation of

wait(s) andsigmalfs) onasemaphore's'' ',

Explain how a sernaphore can be used to solve the Bounded Buffer problem in process

synchronization. You may use the given skeleton of producer and consun5r processes'

State the names and initial values of the sennaphores used in your solutioql [30 marks]

' ,{
'/' I co""u*"t iiProducer o

' 'do 
{.do t i .irr____--------): wiJrL \----

[20 marks]

wait (-*--*------J ;

wait ( ------- ----'i i

add item to buffer

signat (---------) t

signal (------*-*) ;

, t while (TRUE) ;

remove item from buffer

signal (*------*--) ;

signal (------ ----) ;

consume the item

] while lrnun);
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02.
a) What is pre-emptive and non-preemptive scheduling in terms of process scheduling?

c)

d)

b) Desffibe briefly the context switching and discuss the overheads involved in

switching of processes

Explain briefly the First come First serve (FCFS) scheduling algorithm.

consider the following set of processes, with the length of the cpu-burst time
time given in ms.:

the status ofthe lists at the end.

iii) After allocating all the processes, what would be the effect if the 25K
terminate and returning back to its memory location?

[2A ma
context

[20

[20 ma

and anival

[40 marks]

process

[10 marks]

Process AnivalTime Burst Time
P1 0 3

P2 ) 6

P3 4 4

P4 6 5

P5 8 2

Draw the Cantt chart illustrating the-execution of the processes using First Come First

serve (FCFS) and Round Robin (RR, time quantum=2) scheduling. [20 marksj

ii) Calculate the waiting time and turnaround time for each scheduling algorithm.

" I20 marksl

03.
a) What is memory fragmentation? Write the diflerence between in'tbrnal and external

fragmentation. 
[20 marks]

b) The buddy system is a memory management scheme that uses variable sizt partitions,

i) State the basic principle behind the buddy system.
,fi

r { [20 marks]

ii) Assunrda cornputer with a memory size of 256K, initially empty. Requests are

received for blocks of memory of 5K, 25K, 35K and 20K. show how the buddy

system would deal with each request, showing the memory layout at each stage and

iv) What would be the effect if the 5K process terminate and returning back to its
memory location? p0 marksl

I
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04.

a\ What is deadlock? what are the necessary conditions needed for a deadlock to occur?

[20 marks]
Describe the Safe, Unsafe, and Deadlock state spaces in terms of a process in execution.

[15 marks]
Consider the following system snapshot using data structures in the Banker,s algorithm,
with resources A, B, C, and D, and process p0 to p4:

Process Max Allocation Need AvailableABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD
PO 6012 4001
PI l75A 1100
P2 2356 t254
P3 r653 0633
P4 1656 02r2

32t1

Using Banker's algorithm, answer the following questions:

i) How many resource instances of type A, B, c, and D.are there in the system?
4

' LtO marksl
ii) what are the contents of the Need matrixz ; €' 

[10 rnarks]
iii) Is the system in a safe state? ,: 

[25 marks]
iv) If a request from process p4 arrives for additionar resources of (r,2,0, 0,), can the

Banker's algorithm grant the request immediatery? If yes, showlre new system
state and the safe sequence. 1 pornarks]

rt

b)

I
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